
Presentation of

Specialized software for shipping!

WAVES

Fleet Performance 
Monitoring System

*Since 1989 the Danaos “vessel performance” software module has been used to evaluate hull, engine and 

propeller efficiency, together with time charter party speed performance claims calculation.
**2012/Apr Edelman: Finalist for the highest award in Operation Research on “Fleet optimization”

www.observatory.gr/files/meletes/TPE_B2_MeletesPeriptwshs.pdf 



WAVES AIMS TO 

Effectively control performance fleet-wide.

Record and optimize fleet utilization by proposing  the best speed and route  for better 

financial and environmental results.

Record vessel fuel consumption, verify charter party compliance and evaluate hull, 

engine, and propeller efficiency.

Offer the ultimate fleet “management dashboard” with ongoing voyage  analysis, 

visualization of performance data, alerts for non-controlled risks like bad weather, 

piracy zones, stoppages, etc.

Analyze alarms, identify causes, and propose mitigation actions

Trigger condition-based maintenance

Automate form filing onboard

Assist regulatory compliance and reporting



Waves
Fleet Performance

WHAT DOES  WAVES FLEET PERFORMANCE ….

All in one!

Vessel Machinery monitoring

Vessel Performance Monitor

Integrates

Ship-management 
System

Ship-Operation 
System

Optimal
Routing

Bridge Control readings

into the ultimate tool  for monitoring, Office fleet show 

Voyage ongoing Analysis
Warnings for:

-excess FO consumption
-Speed, Stoppages
-Bad weather, MARPOL, Piracy , SECA  
areas, etc.

planning, optimization, 

measure, improve etc…..

Performance Data
Visualization

Any performance data can be 
displayed on the course of the 
specific vessel

Optimal Route
Without any navigational restrictions, 
SECA areas etc

Optimal Route
Taking into account navigational 

restrictions, SECA areas,  
Piracy Zones,

etc.



BRINGS TOGETHR “THE MISSING LINKS”

Waves concept!

Voyage PlanCHARTER PARTY
ROUTE

OPTIMIZATION



WAVES INTEGRATES ALMOST EVERYTHING: 

The single monitoring  cockpit!

Machinery monitoring and bridge equipment

Performance monitoring systems

Ship management systems

(for maintenance status, technical & quality form information, etc.)

Ship operation systems

(for charter party details and performance requirements, position reporting, etc.)

Weather and optimal routing systems

HSQE systems

Offers a centralized, modern web system to control performance

(Information can be accessed from anywhere based on security privileges)

** No company can afford multiple systems for vessel performance monitoring.



MONITORS  ENERGY (FUEL) UTILIZATION ONBOARD

Real time data & vessel reports analysis



MEASURES HULL, ENGINE & PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

Compare for improvement !

Actual Miles /mt FO

Reference Miles /mt FO

Hull efficiency

Propeller efficiency engine efficiency



Vessel sea keeping, main engine & propeller characteristics

Most accurate weather forecasts

Charter party clauses & market parameters (FO price, TC)

Navigation restrictions

OPTIMIZES VOYAGE  PLAN ( TIME, FUEL, RISK) 

Optimize for better results!

Based on



RECORDS  CHARTER PARTY COMPLIANCE

Meets charter party performance requirements!



SUPPORTS  REGULLATORY  COMPLIANCE

SOx, Nox, CO2, Seemp, MRV,  etc.



ADDITIONALLY

Towards a fully automated system!

Can support specialized analysis for:

Trim optimization

Lubricants consumption in conjunction with liner wear

Can produce all Key Performance Indicators 

For Technical condition

Quality

Environmental

Can analyze Alarms

Can automatically produce majority of forms on board and ashore



IT Group
www.danaos.gr
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